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Abstract

Approach Algorithm for Mining Frequent Itemsets

Now a days, Association rule plays an important role.

(TDFI).This algorithm finds the frequent itemsets by

The purchasing of one product when another product is

dividing the database transactions into various partitions.

purchased represents an association rule. The Apriori

Then for each partition it finds the frequent itemsets

algorithm is the basic algorithm for mining association

using a two dimensional approach which further reduc-

rules. This paper presents an efficient Partition Algo-

es the number of scans in the database and hence im-

rithm for Mining Frequent Itemsets(PAFI) and Two Di-

prove the efficiency.

mensional Approach for Mining Frequent Itemsets(TDFI).This algorithm finds the frequent itemsets by

2.ASSOCIATION RULE PROBLEM

dividing the database transactions into various partitions.
Then for each partition it finds the frequent itemsets

A

using a two dimensional approach which further reduc-

be found is viewed as a set of tuples, where each tuple

es the number of scans in the database and hence im-

contain a set of items. Each item represents an item pur-

prove the efficiency.

chased while each tuple is the list of items purchased at
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one time. The support(s) of an item is the percentage of

1.INTRODUCTION
Mining association rule is one of the recent data

database in

which

an association rule is to

transactions in which that item occurs. Given a set of
items I={I1,I2,….In} and a database transactions
D={t1,t2……tm} where ti={Ii1,Ii2….Iin}

and Iij  I ,

mining research. Association rules are used to show the

an association rule is an implication of the form X 

relationships between data items. Association rules are

Y where X, Y  I are

frequently used in marketing, advertising and inventory
control. Association rules detect common usage of
items. This

problem is motivated by applications

known as market basket analysis to find the relationships
between items

purchased by customers [4], that is,

what kinds of products tend to be purchased together.
This paper presents an efficient Partition Algorithm for
Mining Frequent Itemsets(PAFI) and Two Dimensional

and

sets of items called itemsets

X Y   .The confidence or strength

(  ) for an association rule

X  Y is the ratio of

the number of transactions that contain X  Y to the
number of transactions that contain X.
The association rule problem is to identify all
association rules with a
minimum support and confidence. The efficiency of an
association rule algorithms usually discussed with re44
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spect to the number of scans of the database that are

itemsets. In recent years several fast algorithms includ-

required and the maximum number of itemsets that must

ing Apriori [7] and Partition [6] for generating frequent

be counted.

itemsets have been suggested in the literature [9]-[10]-

The most common approach to find association

[11]-[12]-[13]. A critical analysis of these has led the

rules is to break up the problem into 2 parts

authors

1.Find Large Itemsets

tions/shortcomings in them. In [8]

2.Generate rule from the frequent Item sets

By taking advantage of the large itemset property, this is

A Large (Frequent) Itemset is an Itemset

to

identify

the

following

limita-

that a large itemset must be large in at least one of the

whose number of occurrence is above the threshold (s).

partitions. This idea can help to design algorithms more

3.APRIORI ALGORITHM

efficiently than those based on looking at the entire da-

The Apriori Algorithm is the most well known

tabase.

association rule algorithm and it is used in most commercial products. It uses largest item set property[1].
“Any subset of a large itemset must be large”
The basic idea of Apriori algorithm is to gener-

limited main memory. Each partition can be created
such that it fits in to main memory. In addition it would
be expected that the number of itemsets to be counted

ate item sets of a
particular size and then scan the database to count these
to see if they are large. Only those candidates that are
large are used to generate candidates for the next scan.
Li is used to generate next Ci+1. L represent Large Itemset. C represents candidate items. All singleton itemsets
are used as candidates in the first pass.

Partitioning algorithms may be able to adapt better to

The set of

large item sets of the previous pass,Li-1 is joined with
itself to determine the candidates. Individual itemsets
must have all but one item in common in order to be
combined.

per partition would be smaller than those needed for the
entire database.
By using partitioning, cluster based and/or distributed
algorithms can

be

easily created, where each partitioning could be handled
by a separate machine.
 Incremental generation of association rules may be
easier to perform by treating the current state of the database as one partition and treating the new entries as a
second partition.
As the result, if the set of transactions are par-

4. PARTITIONING
Data set partitioning algorithm is the basis of the

titioned in to smaller

various parallel association

segments such that each segment can be accommodated
in the main memory, then the set of frequent sets of each

rule mining algorithm and distributed association rule

of these partitions can be computed. Therefore this way

mining algorithm. The partition algorithm [5]-[6]-[7] is

of finding the frequent sets by partitioning the database

based on the observation that the frequent sets are nor-

may improve the performance of finding large itemsets

mally very few in number compared to the set of all

in several ways.
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Partitions with λ transactions
Various approaches for generating large item
sets have been proposed based on partitioning the set of
transactions. The partitions are formed by dividing the

Begin
Number of transactions in each partition (λ)= Total
transactions in D/P //P<m is the random natural
number

set of transactions based on the similarity measures between the transactions. Transactions are iteratively
merged in to the partition that are closest.

FOR each partition Pi DO BEGIN
Take λ transactions in Pi
Put each ti in Pi
END

This PAFI algorithm suggests the number of
transactions(λ) in each partitions by taking the number

Return partitions with λ transactions.

partitions (P) as user specified input. By assumption, it
can be calculated as the ratio of total number of transac-

5.2. TDFI (Two Dimensional Approach Algorithm
for Mining Frequent Itemsets )

tions to some random natural number P<m. The first λ

The problem of mining frequent itemset is to find all

transactions will be put in the first partition P1. The next

itemsets that are greater than the user specified mini-

λ transactions will be put in the next partition P2 and so

mum support count (ie) min_sup. The support count for

on.

each partitions are calculated. This algorithm efficiently
In order to find the Largest item set it is enough

finds the frequent itemsets .Thus reduces the number of

to go through the transactions with in the partitions.

scans and save space also the computing time is im-

There is no need to go through the entire database D

proved.

again. Hence it reduces the redundant database scan and

Algorithm:
Input:
1.Database D
2.Minimum support count min_sup

improves the efficiency. If we apply Two Dimensional
Approach

Algorithm

for

Mining

Frequent

Item

sets(TDFI) to find large item sets after partitioning it
will further reduces the number of scans and increases
the efficiency.

5. ALGORITHM
5.1. PAFI (Partition
Algorithm for Frequent Itemsets) ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm (PAFI) divides the
database into P partitions with λ transactions in each

Output:
Frequent Itemsets
Algorithm:
//Algorithm to find frequent itemset

FOR i= 1 to P DO BEGIN
FOR each partition Pi DO BEGIN
FOR each transaction t  Pi DO BEGIN

partition.

Create a new row with the different number of
items in D and mark it as „t‟ if purchased „f‟ if
not purchased

Algorithm:
Input:
1.Database D
2.Number of partitions P
Output:

FOR each item Ii  Pi DO BEGIN
// for singleton itemsets
Find supcount
46
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END
If supcount <min_sup then delete Ii from Pi;
FOR each item Ii, Ij  Pi in t DO BEGIN
// for 2 itemsets
Perform AND operations
Find supcount
END
If supcount <min_sup then delete IiIj from Pi;
END
Repeat for n itemsets Until frequent itemsets
occurs
END
L=LULi;
END
Return L; //L gives the set of all frequent itemsets

items having support count less than the minimum support from L2.
D
TID

ITEMS

T1

A,B,E

T2

B,D

T3

B,C

T4

A,B,D

T5

A,C

T6

B,C

T7

A,C

T8

A,B,C,E

T9

A,B,C

P1

6.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TID

ITEMS

T1

A,B,E

This is an example based on the following transac-

T2

B,D

tions in the database D. First we are applying Parti-

T3

B,C

T4

A,B,D

T5

A,C

tion algorithm(PAFI) to find partitions then we are ap-

P2
TID

ITEMS

T6

B,C

T7

A,C

T8

A,B,C,E

T9

A,B,C

plying Two dimensional approach algorithm to find the
frequent itemsets(TDFI).

L1 Large ItemSets-1

Steps:
1.For a given set of

transactions in the database D, it
A

B

C

D

E

T1

t

t

f

f

t

T2

f

t

f

t

f

T3

f

t

t

f

f

T4

t

t

f

t

f

T5

t

f

t

f

f

3

4

2

2

1

applies PAFI algorithm to find partitions with λ transactions in each partition. Here we are getting 2 partitions
P1 and P2.
2.For each partition and for each transaction create a
new row with the different number of items in D and
mark it as „t‟ if the item is present in that transaction
otherwise mark it as „f‟ .
3. calculate the support count for all items in L1.Delete
the items having support count less than the minimum
support from L1.

Take Min_sup=2

4.Perform AND operations to calculate 2-Itemsets and
calculate the support count for all items in L2.Delete the
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L2 Large ItemSets-2

Apriori Algorithm. Hence this algorithm is an orthogon-

AB

AC

AD

BC

BD

CD

t1

t

f

f

f

f

F

t2

f

f

f

f

t

F

t3

f

f

f

t

f

F

t4

t

f

t

f

t

F

t5

f

t

f

f

f

f

2

1

1

1

2

0

L3 Large ItemSets-3
ABD

f
f
f
t
f
1

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

The frequent itemsets are AB and BD
5.Repeat the steps for 3-Itemsets and so on until we get
the frequent itemsets.L gives the frequent itemset from
all partitions.

7.CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the Partition Algorithm for Mining Frequent

Itemset (PAFI) and TDFI (TwoDimen-

sional approach Algorithm for Mining Frequent Itemsets) are proposed to find frequent itemsets. This algorithm reduces the number of scans in the database and
improves efficiency and reduces the computing time by
taking the advantage of partitioning technique. By experiment results, it can obtain higher efficiency. This happens to be an exponential function in terms of number of
items. This happens to be an exponential function in
terms of number of items. We verified the complexity of

al version of the standard Apriori algorithm.
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